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UHS UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES
5/25/08 5/25/08 75 MT AUBURN STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED7:07 AM 7:07 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to take a report of suspicious activity. Officers arrived and spoke to the reporting party who stated 
that two unknown individuals got off of the elevators and proceeded to walk down the hall without checking in. The        
reporting party stated that they yelled for the individuals to stop to which they stated that they were looking for the   
seventh floor and left the area. The reporting party checked with security who stated that two individuals did in fact    
sign in and go to the seventh floor.                                                                                      

SCIENCE CENTER
5/25/08 5/25/08 1 OXFORD STHAZARDOUS CONDITION CLOSED11:59 AM 11:59 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of a hazardous condition. Officers arrived and observed a large flatbed truck parked on   
the plaza and a forklift carrying a concrete slab moving around the area. Officers also observed individuals attempting to
pass through the area. Officers spoke to the manager and shut the project down for the remainder of the day.              

CURRIER HOUSE A
5/25/08 5/24/08  6:00 PM  - 64 LINNAEAN STTHEFT REPORT CLOSED12:44 PM 5/25/08  11:30 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen unattended and unsecured blue Long Champ backpack valued at $150.00 that  
contained a textbook, a cassette valued at $20.00, a DVD valued at $20.00, and two glass picture frames valued at $20.00. 

5/25/08 5/25/08 10 DEWOLFE STFIELD INTERVIEW CLOSED1:15 PM 1:15 PM CAMBRIDGE
Officers dispatched to a report of two individuals rummaging through the dumpster. Officers arrived and located the       
individuals. A field interview was conducted and each individual was run for wants/warrants with negative results and sent
on their way.                                                                                                             

PEABODY TERRACE 19
5/25/08 5/25/08 900 MEMORIAL DRFIELD INTERVIEW CLOSED2:13 PM 2:13 PM CAMBRIDGE
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Officers dispatched to a report of two individuals involved in a domestic disturbance. Officers arrived and spoke to the  
individuals who stated that they were just having an argument. Each individual was run for wants/warrants with negative   
results and sent on their way.                                                                                            

PEABODY TERRACE 11
5/25/08 5/25/08 900 MEMORIAL DRTRESPASS WARNING CLOSED5:05 PM 5:05 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of a group of individuals attempting to enter the building. Officers arrived and located  
the individuals and report one of the individuals was walking a bicycle. Officers report there was a second mountain      
bicycle found to be unsecured near the group.  A field interview was conducted and each individual was run for            
wants/warrants with negative results. The individuals stated that a friend gave them the bicycle but did not know who the 
owner was. Each individual was sent on their way with a trespass warning for all of Harvard University property. Officers 
confiscated the bicycles.                                                                                                 

LEVERETT HOUSE TOWERS G
5/25/08 5/25/08 44 DEWOLFE STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED8:16 PM 8:16 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to a report that a container of blue paint was dumped from a window and is now all over the sidewalk.  
Officer arrived and reports it was detergent that was dumped out and Operations was notified and will respond to clean up 
the area.                                                                                                                 

LEVERETT HOUSE A
5/25/08 5/25/08 8 MILL STTHEFT REPORT OPEN9:26 PM 7:00 PM  - 9:00 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen unattended and unsecured yellow backpack valued at $10.00 that contained  
clothes valued at $500.00 and a red duffel bag valued at $10.00 that contained a beige Bose stereo system valued at       
$500.00.                                                                                                                  


